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The Natural History of Man 1973

amphibia the animal group that includes frogs toads salamanders and caecilians contains more than 4

500 known living species and new ones are being discovered continuously this book focuses on the

natural history of amphibians worldwide how interaction with their environment over time has affected

their evolutionary processes and what factors will determine their destinies 37 photos 52 line illus

The Natural History of Man 1855

vols 2 6 and 8 only held

A Natural History of Amphibians 1997-01-26

鉱物 岩石 化石から微生物 菌類 植物 動物に至る5154種を 6000点を超える写真 イラストと解説



The Natural History of Barbados 1750

the plant and animal life on this continent are described over a 4 billion year time span

The Natural History of the Bible 1868

written for the general reader and lavishly illustrated this book attempts complete coverage of australia

s diverse natural history

The Natural History of Animals 1903

social behaviour general characteristics human evolution



地球博物学大図鑑 2012-06

traces the origins of the antelope describes their habitat food migrations characteristics and behavior

and discusses the future of antelope farming

Our Continent 1976

a stimulating and innovative consideration of the concept causes and practice of peace in societies

both ancient and modern human and primate we know a great deal about aggression conflict and war

but relatively little about peace partially because it has been such a scarce phenomenon throughout

history and in our own times peace is more than the absence of war peace requires special

relationships structures and attitudes to promote and protect it a natural history of peace provides the

first broadly interdisciplinary examination of peace as viewed from the perspectives of social

anthropology primatology archeology psychology political science and economics among other notable



features this volume offers a major theory concerning the evolution of peace and violence through

human history an in depth comparative study of peaceful cultures with the goal of discovering what it is

that makes them peaceful one of the earliest reports of a new theory of the organization and collapse

of ancient maya civilization a comparative examination of peace from the perspective of change

including the transition of one of the world s most violent societies to a relatively peaceful culture and

the decision making process of terrorists who abandon violence and a theory of political change that

sees the conclusion of wars as uniquely creative periods in the evolution of peace among modern

nations

A Natural History of Australia 1998

inbreeding the mating of close kin and outbreeding the mating of distant relatives or unrelated

organisms have long been important subjects to evolutionary biologists inbreeding reduces genetic

diversity in a population increasing the likelihood that genetic defects will become widespread and



deprive a population of the diversity it may need to cope with its environment most plants and animals

have evolved behavioral and morphological mechanisms to avoid inbreeding however today many

endangered species exist only in small very isolated populations where inbreeding is unavoidable so it

has become a concern for conservationists in this volume twenty six experts in evolution behavior and

genetics examine the causes and consequences of inbreeding the authors ask whether inbreeding is

as problematic as biologists have thought under what ecological conditions inbreeding occurs and

whether organisms that inbreed have mechanisms to dampen the anticipated problems of reduced

genetic variation the studies including theoretical and empirical work on wild and captive populations

demonstrate that many plants and animals inbreed to a greater extent than biologists have thought

with variable effects on individual fitness graduate students and researchers in evolutionary biology

animal behavior ecology and conservation biology will welcome this wide ranging collection



The History of Natural History 1994

originally published in london in 1956 by a and c black ltd

125 Moments in the Natural History of the Field Museum 2019

a star curator at the american museum of natural history widens the palette and shows how the

physical natural and cultural context of color are inextricably tied to what we see right before our eyes

is color a phenomenon of science or a thing of art over the years color has dazzled enhanced and

clarified the world we see embraced through the experimental palettes of painting the advent of the

color photograph technicolor pictures color printing on and on a vivid and vibrant celebrated continuum

these turns to represent reality in living color echo our evolutionary reliance on and indeed privileging

of color as a complex and vital form of consumption classification and creation it s everywhere we look

yet do we really know much of anything about it finding color in stars and light examining the system



of classification that determines survival through natural selection studying the arrival of color in our

universe and as a fulcrum for philosophy desalle s brilliant a natural history of color establishes that an

understanding of color on many different levels is at the heart of learning about nature neurobiology

individualism even a philosophy of existence color and a fine tuned understanding of it is vital to

understanding ourselves and our consciousness

The Natural History of the Primates 1985

take this book with you on your next trip to the bahamas or the turks and caicos islands or keep it

close to hand in your travel library the natural history of the bahamas offers the most comprehensive

coverage of the terrestrial and coastal flora and fauna on the islands of the bahamas archipelago as

well as of the region s natural history and ecology readers will gain an appreciation for the importance

of conserving the diverse lifeforms on these special caribbean islands a detailed introduction to the

history geology and climate of the islands beautifully illustrated with more than seven hundred color



photographs showcasing the diverse plants fungi and animals found on the bahamian archipelago

The Natural History of Man 1875

hardcover reprint of the original 1913 edition beautifully bound in brown cloth covers featuring titles

stamped in gold 8vo 6x9 no adjustments have been made to the original text giving readers the full

antiquarian experience for quality purposes all text and images are printed as black and white this item

is printed on demand book information needham james g james george the natural history of the farm

a guide to the practical study of the sources of our living in wild nature indiana repressed publishing llc

2012 original publishing needham james g james george the natural history of the farm a guide to the

practical study of the sources of our living in wild nature ithaca n y the comstock publishing company

1913 subject natural history



The Natural History of Antelopes 1986

when the pioneering naturalist gilbert white 1720 93 wrote the natural history of selborne 1789 he

created one of the greatest and most influential natural history works of all time his detailed

observations about birds and animals providing the cornerstones of modern ecology in this award

winning biography richard mabey tells the wonderful story of the clergyman england s first ecologist

whose inspirational naturalist s handbook has become an english classic

A Natural History of Peace 1996

a masterful and compulsively readable book that challenges our preconceived notions about a

behavior often sensationalized in our culture and until just recently misunderstood in the scientific

world ian tattersall curator emeritus american museum of natural history and author of the strange

case of the rickety cossack for centuries scientists have written off cannibalism as a bizarre



phenomenon with little biological significance its presence in nature was dismissed as a desperate

response to starvation or other life threatening circumstances and few spent time studying it a taboo

subject in our culture the behavior was portrayed mostly through horror movies or tabloids

sensationalizing the crimes of real life flesh eaters but the true nature of cannibalism the role it plays in

evolution as well as human history is even more intriguing and more normal than the misconceptions

we ve come to accept as fact in cannibalism a perfectly natural history zoologist bill schutt sets the

record straight debunking common myths and investigating our new understanding of cannibalism s

role in biology anthropology and history in the most fascinating account yet written on this complex

topic schutt takes readers from arizona s chiricahua mountains where he wades through ponds full of

tadpoles devouring their siblings to the sierra nevadas where he joins researchers who are shedding

new light on what happened to the donner party the most infamous episode of cannibalism in

american history he even meets with an expert on the preparation and consumption of human placenta

and yes it goes well with chianti bringing together the latest cutting edge science schutt answers



questions such as why some amphibians consume their mother s skin why certain insects bite the

heads off their partners after sex why up until the end of the twentieth century europeans regularly ate

human body parts as medical curatives and how cannibalism might be linked to the extinction of the

neanderthals he takes us into the future as well investigating whether as climate change causes

famine disease and overcrowding we may see more outbreaks of cannibalism in many more species

including our own cannibalism places a perfectly natural occurrence into a vital new context and invites

us to explore why it both enthralls and repels us

The Natural History of Inbreeding and Outbreeding 1993-08-15

北海道在住 英国人 ナチュラリストである著者が書き下ろした英語版ガイドブック 3つの国立公園を中心に 周辺の見所なども網羅



The Natural History of Staffordshire, 1686 1973

having lived on cumberland island for more than forty years carol ruckdeschels goal has been to

document present conditions of the islands flora and fauna establishing a baseline from which to

assess future changes since the late 1960s she has witnessed many changes and trends that are

often overlooked by those carrying out short term observations this compilation of data along with

historic information presents the most comprehensive picture of the islands flora fauna geology and

ecology to date this volume will satisfy a general interest in the ecology of cumberland and other

georgia barrier islands new information on individual species is presented contributing to its value as a

reference for the southeast



The Natural History of Staunton, Virginia 1919

excerpt from new illustrated natural history of the world coloured plates and text cuts s wrtly round the

year with nature by w j claxton about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of

rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important

historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work

preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an

imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do

however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are

intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of Man

1822

reproduction of the original the natural history of selborne by gilbert white

The Natural History of Badgers 1986

i love puzzles and finding answers is the only truly enjoyable part of what i do professor patricia

wiltshire is a forensic ecologist her days spent at crime scenes collecting samples standing over dead

bodies in a mortuary or looking down her microscope for evidence working at the interface of where

the criminal and natural world interact patricia has been involved in some of the most high profile

murder cases now through a study of her most infamous and fascinating cases including the murder of

sarah payne and the soham murders of holly wells and jessica chapman patricia will show us how she



finds the answers to some of the worst crimes imaginable not only does she help the police solve

crimes and give answers to the most bemusing circumstances she can help to exonerate the innocent

and enable confessions from the guilty in the natural history of crime we join patricia in putting the

puzzle together teasing the evidence out of her cases and showing us all how life and death have

always been and always will be intertwined nature has given us a messy imperfect world but her job is

to help make sense of it when we need it to most

The Natural History of Religion 1957

A Natural History of Color 2020-07-07



The Natural History of Oman 1999

The Natural History of The Bahamas 2019-10-15

Natural History of New York 1843

The Natural History of the Farm 2014-02-02

The Natural History of America 2008-11-15



Gilbert White 2015-03-01

Cannibalism 2017-02-14

Wild Hokkaidō 2021-06

A Natural History of Cumberland Island, Georgia 2019-04

New Illustrated Natural History of the World (Classic Reprint)



2018-02-06

A Natural History of the Globe 1831

The Natural History of Selborne 2018-04-05

The Natural History of Crime 2024-03-14

Treatise on Mineralogy, or the natural history of the mineral kingdom



... Translated from the German, with considerable additions, by W.

Haidinger. (Plates and explanations.). 1825

The Natural History of British Insects 1801

Natural History of New York 1843

Natural History of the Salmon, Herrings, Cod, Ling, &c 1833



Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York 1867
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